
Delta Pack 80x60 includes a new elbow design that can be easily opened 
by a simple finger push -- no tool is needed. 
Its streamlined design complements wall mounted air conditioning units. 

It includes the Si-10 UNIVERS’L pump which incorporates 
the latest in piston-pump technology.

Sauermann’s new 
Delta Pack 80x60
Ensures quick and easy installation 
and maintenance

 ✓ Easy installation and maintenance: 
 - New quick fit and release corner piece: no tools needed.

 - One-piece pump for easy installation

 - The kit content allows for installation versatility  
   that matches in-the-field needs.

 - Transparent and removable reservoir.

 - Translucent hose: easy to track waterflow, build-up, etc.

 - Protection film on both the trunking and the elbow:  
   does not get dirty when installed.

 ✓ Quiet: 
 - 22 dBA at full power – independently tested.

 - Elbow includes ‘High Energy Absorbing Foam’  
   to absorb vibration and sound.

 - Anti-vibration and condensate insulation included  
   on discharge line.

 ✓ Improved design: 
 - Compact elbow and trunking design that can be  
   easily opened and maintained.

 - No connection piece connecting the elbow  
   and straight length of duct.

 - Improved internal space design with increased space  
   for pipework.

 - Available in two colours: Brilliant white (RAL 9003)  
   and off white (RAL 9001).

 ✓ Proven reliability 
 - Patented pump technology.

 - Can pump biofilm (particles up to 2mm). No filter needed

 - High flow rate: up to 20 litres per hour = Less run time.

 - The Drain Safe Device prolongs the pump life.

 - Lockable plug-in power cable to avoid  
   unintended disconnection.

The key benefits of Sauermann’s new Delta Pack: 

Key Benefits vs. Competitors

 ✓ The Si-10 UNIVERS’L is easy to mount (one-piece pump).

 ✓ It has a fully protected elbow and trunking. No other 
competitor provides such protection.

 ✓ Its sound level (22 dBA) has been independently tested 
(EN ISO 3744). This is quieter than most competitors and 
the quietest condensate removal pump that has been 
independently tested.

 ✓ The Delta Pack is Waste Electrical & Electronic Equipment or 
WEEE compliant. This is an EU directive that sets collection, 
recycling and recovery targets for all types of electrical 
goods. Many competitors are “fully potted” --  i.e. not 
WEEE compliant to date.

 ✓ With its 80X60 trunk size, the Delta Pack has plenty of 
space in the trunking for pipes. Most competitors have 
less spacious 80X50, 70X65, 74X62, 79X60, or 80X55 
parameters.

 ✓ It has two colours options (brilliant white and off 
white) which are covering the needs of the market.

QUICK FIT & RELEASE
Easy installation - Easy maintenance

20 L/h
(5 gph)

MAX FLOW RATE


